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Track tubes may help measure impacts of disturbances on small mammals by providing information about the

magnitude and timing of fluctuations in relative abundance. We evaluated live-capture and track-tube data from

8 trapping grids to test the utility of track tubes for monitoring abundance of beach mice (Peromyscus

polionotus) through time and for comparing relative abundance of beach mice among sites. When averaged

across grid sites, track indexes and abundance estimates exhibited strong covariation through time. Associations

between the track index and estimated abundance on different grids varied from strong to very poor depending

on sample period. Associations between track indexes and abundance estimates were strong when mouse

densities on all grids were relatively low, but they were weak during other sample periods when densities were

highly variable among grids. This study points to the need to understand factors that influence the relationship

between indexes from track tubes and mouse abundance before track tubes can be used to compare abundances

among sites.
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Beach mice (Peromyscus polionotus) depend on coastal

dune habitat in Alabama and Florida for burrow sites and other

resources, making them vulnerable to natural and anthropo-

genic disturbances that are common to southeastern coastlines

(Blair 1951; Oli et al. 2001; Pries et al. 2009; Swilling et al.

1998). Recent hurricanes have contributed to a decline in

vegetation, elevation, and topographic relief within coastal

dune habitat (Houser et al. 2008; Pries et al. 2008). Housing

development also has destroyed coastal dune habitat, isolated

beach mouse subpopulations, and supported invasive predators

(Fedriani et al. 2001; Gore and Schaefer 1993). Monitoring

populations of beach mice exposed to these disturbances is

important, because 6 of 7 subspecies of beach mice are either

threatened or endangered (Oli et al. 2001; Pries et al. 2009).

The use of mark–recapture techniques to monitor popula-

tions is a key part of wildlife management but often is

hampered by cost, effort involved, and concern that sampling

may negatively affect target populations (Kaufman and

Kaufman 1994; Suazo et al. 2005). Recent studies have

examined the utility of track tubes for population monitoring.

These tubes are composed of baited polyvinyl chloride pipe

with inked pads inside to record tracks of small mammals

(Glennon et al. 2002; Mabee 1998; Wiewel et al. 2007).

Previous studies have demonstrated that track tubes are

inexpensive, easy to monitor, and pose no risk to animals

(Drennan et al. 1998; Glennon et al. 2002; Loggins et al. 2010;

Mabee 1998; Pries et al. 2009; Wiewel et al. 2007).

The number of track tubes that are visited within a specified

amount of time at a study site can be used to create a track

index, which is often positively associated with estimated

abundance at that site (Drennan et al. 1998; Glennon et al.

2002; Mabee 1998; Wiewel et al. 2007). The strength of the

relationship between track-tube indexes and abundance

estimates may vary through time, but studies documenting

this phenomenon have focused mainly on differences between

years (Drennan et al. 1998; Wiewel et al. 2007). Determining

whether the relationship between track-tube indexes and

abundance estimates differs over smaller timescales is

important given that population dynamics of small mammals

often fluctuate dramatically over a single annual cycle (Leirs

et al. 1997; Lima et al. 2003; Turchin and Ostfeld 1997).
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Effective management decisions require an understanding

of how populations of beach mice respond to the intense and

repeated disturbance found along southeastern coastlines. This

understanding may be facilitated by monitoring mouse

populations through time and comparing their population

trends before and after disturbances. When abundance data are

not available from prior to a disturbance, the decision-making

process may benefit from comparisons among sites that differ

substantially in the level of disturbance they experience

(space-for-time substitution—Michener 1997). In this study,

we evaluate the utility of track tubes for monitoring changes in

the abundance of beach mice through time. We also

investigate whether track tubes can be used to compare

relative abundance across sites by measuring the association

between track indexes and abundance estimates at sites

spanning a range of hurricane damage. We conducted our

monitoring 4 times a year, thus incorporating seasonal changes

in mouse populations that have not been the focus of previous

evaluations of track tubes.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study system.—Beach mice are subspecies of the oldfield

mouse (Peromyscus polionotus) that are unique to the coastal

landscapes of Florida and Alabama (Van Zant and Wooten

2003). This study focuses on the Santa Rosa beach mouse (P.

p. leucocephalus), which is the only subspecies of beach

mouse not listed as threatened or endangered by the United

States Fish and Wildlife Service (Gore and Schaefer 1993; Oli

et al. 2001; Swilling et al. 1998). However, habitat

requirements, degree of genetic relatedness, and threats to

persistence are similar for the Santa Rosa beach mouse and

other subspecies of beach mice in Florida and Alabama (Blair

1951; Oli et al. 2001; Van Zant and Wooten 2003).

Our study was conducted on Santa Rosa Island, a barrier

island in northwestern Florida, in an undeveloped section of

the island managed by Eglin Air Force Base (Fig. 1). Study

sites were characterized by a mosaic of open, sandy interdune

areas, sand flats with incipient dunes, and grassy, mixed

grassy–woody, or woody scrub dunes near the Gulf of Mexico

(Gulf side) or farther north toward Santa Rosa Sound (sound

side; Fig. 1). This island has been damaged extensively by

storm surge from hurricanes Opal (1995), Georges (1998),

Ivan (2004), and Dennis (2005), resulting in erosion of

prestorm dune area ranging from 15% of the dunes on the

sound side to 68% of the dunes on the Gulf side (Pries et al.

2009). The proportion of our study sites covered by dunes that

survived recent hurricanes ranged from 0.05 to 0.79 (X̄ 5

0.33, as quantified from geographic information system maps

of remnant dunes created by Pries et al. [2009]).

Experimental design.—We compared mouse abundance and

use of track tubes on 8 trapping grids, with 4 grids on the Gulf

side and 4 grids on the sound side of Santa Rosa Island

(Fig. 1). Grids were separated by a minimum of 153 m, which

was more than 6 times the median nightly foraging distance of

P. p. leucocephalus determined from a separate radiotelemetry

study (25 m). Most grids were separated by larger distances

(Fig. 1). To estimate abundance, we trapped mice with

Sherman live traps (,7 3 8-cm opening; H. B. Sherman

Traps, Inc., Tallahassee, Florida) placed in 7 3 7 grids with

20-m spacing between each trap (49 traps in each grid). Traps

were set before sunset and left open for approximately 4 h.

Each trap was baited with whole oats and contained polyester

batting for insulation when nighttime temperatures dropped

below 16uC. Captured mice were marked with an ear tag

(1005 Monel tags; National Band and Tag Company, New-

port, Kentucky) and released. Traps were set for 4–6 nights

between last and 1st moon quarter in November 2007, March

2008, June 2008, and September 2008. Trapping in November

2007 was limited to the 6 grids installed by this date (3 Gulf

side and 3 sound side), each of which was trapped for 6 days.

In all other periods we trapped 8 grids for 4 days each.

FIG. 1.—Map of the study site on Santa Rosa Island, Florida, indicating grid locations used to study the Santa Rosa beach mouse (Peromyscus

polionotus leucocephalus) from 2007 to 2008.
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Trapping procedures followed guidelines set by the American

Society of Mammalogists (Sikes et al. 2011) and the

University of Florida Institutional Animal Care and Use

Committee (approved IACUC protocol A618-2007) and

protocols established by the United States Fish and Wildlife

Service (D. LeBlanc, United States Fish and Wildlife Service,

pers. comm.).

To investigate relationships between track-tube indexes and

abundance, we placed track tubes at the 49 sample locations in

each grid. Track tubes consisted of 3.8-cm polyvinyl chloride

pipe, capped at the end and open with a 90u elbow at the other

to inhibit windblown sand (Loggins et al. 2010). A 5.1 3 27.9-

cm paper liner with felt at the end was inserted into tubes, with

the felt at the end nearest the tube opening. A 1:2 mixture of

carbon lampblack and mineral oil was applied to the felt as

ink, and whole oats were placed as bait at the back (closed)

end of the tube. Tubes were suspended above the sand with 9

gauge wire stilts to prevent access by ghost crabs (Ocypode

quadrata—Pries et al. 2009), and mice accessed the tube by

climbing a dowel placed at the entrance. Mice traveled across

the felt ink pad to retrieve bait, leaving tracks.

We trapped for 6 days in November 2007 and 4 days in

March, June, and September 2008. We conducted trapping on

half of all Gulf-side and sound-side grids while monitoring

track tubes on the other grids, and then reversed this pattern.

The order of trapping and track-tube efforts at grid sites was

chosen randomly for each sampling period. Tubes were

checked for tracks each day for the duration of each trapping

period. Track tubes were left in place between sampling periods

but were unbaited and closed to discourage use by mice.

Peromyscus polionotus leucocephalus may coexist with

cotton rats (Sigmodon hispidus), cotton mice (P. gossypinus),

and house mice (Mus musculus) on Santa Rosa Island.

However, only house mice and cotton mice tracks are similar

to those of beach mice. During the 6,468 trap nights conducted

for this study, we captured 315 beach mice (839 total captures)

and no cotton mice or house mice. Cotton rats were captured a

total of 9 times, but their tracks are distinctly larger and have

different morphology than those of beach mice. Thus, we are

confident that tracks we recorded are from beach mice.

Analysis.—Abundance estimates from livetrapping at each

grid site were obtained with program CAPTURE in MARK

(Mh jackknife estimator—White and Burnham 1999). We used

the Mh jackknife estimator because it produces estimates with

low bias under conditions in which there is heterogeneity in

capture probability between individuals (as is almost always

the case—Stanley and Burnham 1998). We used the program

CloseTest (Stanley and Richards 2005) to test whether the

assumption of closure was met for each jackknife abundance

estimate (closure test of Stanley and Burnham [1999]). The

assumption of closure was violated for 1 grid during the

March 2008 sample period (x2 5 9.87, P , 0.05) and 1 grid

during the June 2008 sample period (x2 5 14.12, P , 0.05).

We tested whether estimates from these grids might have

biased the relationships between track indexes and estimated

abundance by removing them from the analyses below. During

the November 2007 sample period, abundance for 3 of the 6

grids could not be estimated with program CAPTURE because

they did not contain sufficient recaptures. In these cases, we

used the number of individuals known to be alive as

abundance estimates.

We quantified whether abundance estimates from trapping

grids exhibited positive spatial autocorrelation in order to

identify whether lack of independence between trapping grids

might affect our analysis. For each of the 4 trapping periods, we

assigned the spatial location of each trapping grid centroid to

the estimated abundance in that grid (Mh). We then used the

Excel add-in ROOKCASE to compute spatial autocorrelation

values (Moran’s I) for abundance estimates at different lag

distances (Sawada 1999). We used a lag distance of 400 m to

ensure that at least 2 neighbor pairs were incorporated in

Moran’s I values for each lag distance. For all trapping periods

we found no evidence for positive spatial autocorrelation in

abundance estimates at any lag distance (P . 0.05 in all cases).

For each sampling period, we calculated a track index for

each grid by summing the number of tubes that had tracks at

the end of the sample period. Although we checked the tubes

for tracks each day during sampling periods, we found that the

number of days over which the track index was calculated did

not affect the relationship between the track index and

estimates of abundance from trapping in any consistent way

(Appendix I). For consistency in our analysis, we used track

indexes calculated over the same interval as abundance

estimates (4–6 days, depending on sample period length).

To test the utility of track tubes for monitoring abundance

through time, we calculated the serial cross-correlation between

average track indexes and estimated abundance for all grid sites

in successive sampling periods (R Development Core Team

2008). Cross-correlation involves shifting a data series forward or

back in time with respect to another data series, a process known

as lagging (Legendre and Legendre 1998). The correlation of

data series exhibiting similar linear temporal trends but little

covariation will be insensitive to lagging a data series with

respect to the another data series. In contrast, the correlation

between data series exhibiting strong cyclic covariation should

be sensitive to lagging each with respect to the other, especially if

a temporal trend does not exist or has been removed prior to

analysis. Cross-correlation analysis is especially useful for

measuring temporal covariation of cyclic phenomena, as is

commonly the case for small-mammal population dynamics

(Leirs et al. 1997; Lima et al. 2003; Turchin and Ostfeld 1997).

To test whether abundance estimates from grids that did not meet

the closure assumption might have biased the relationship

between average track indexes and estimated abundance, we

removed the 2 grids that did not meet closure assumptions and

recalculated the serial cross-correlation between average track

indexes and estimated abundance for successive sampling

periods. In addition, we tested whether our results were robust

to the type of abundance estimator used by examining the serial

cross-correlation between average track indexes and average

minimum number of individuals known to be alive (MKA) for

successive sample periods.
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To test whether track tubes can be used to compare relative

abundance across sites with differing amounts of hurricane

damage, we examined the correlation between track indexes

and abundance estimates at the sample grid sites (Pearson r—

R Development Core Team 2008). We repeated this analysis

for each sampling period and compared patterns of association

among periods. To test whether abundance estimates from

grids that did not meet the closure assumption (1 grid in March

2008 and 1 grid in June 2008) might have biased the

relationship between track indexes and estimated abundance

during these sample periods, we recalculated the correlation

between track indexes and estimated abundance, removing the

2 grids that did not meet closure assumptions. To determine

whether the strength of correlations depended on the

abundance estimator used, we also examined the correlation

between track indexes and the MKA at the sample grid sites.

RESULTS

Monitoring abundance through time with track tubes.—

Average track indexes exhibited strong covariation with

average estimated abundance across seasons (Fig. 2a), as well

as with average MKA across seasons. Covariation was

strongest at lag distance 0 (Fig. 2b; Mh: r 5 0.96, P , 0.01,

MKA: r 5 0.97, P , 0.01) but dropped precipitously at lag

distances 21 (Mh: r 5 20.34, P . 0.05, MKA: r 5 20.11, P

. 0.05) and +1 (Mh: r 5 0.02, P . 0.05, MKA: r 5 20.09, P

. 0.05), which demonstrates that the average track index and

estimated abundance (Mh or MKA) covary in phase with each

other. Removal of the 2 grids that did not meet the assumption

of closure did not change patterns of covariation between

averaged track indexes and averaged jackknife (Mh) estimates

of abundance (0 lag: r 5 0.97, 21 lag: r 5 20.48, +1 lag: r 5

20.04).

Relationships between track indexes and abundance estimates

on grids.—Relationships between track indexes and abundance

estimates on grids did not depend on the method used to estimate

abundance (Mh or MKA). The track index for each grid was

positively correlated with estimated abundance (Mh) and MKA

for that grid during November 2007 (Mh: r 5 0.86, P , 0.05,

MKA: r 5 0.83, P , 0.05; Fig. 3a) and September 2008 (Mh:

r 5 0.72, P , 0.05, MKA: r 5 0.75, P , 0.05; Fig. 3d) when

abundance on all grids was relatively low. No association

existed between the track index and estimated abundance during

March 2008 (Mh: r 5 0.17, P . 0.05, MKA: r 5 20.48, P .

0.05; Fig. 3b) and June 2008 (Mh: r 5 0.27, P . 0.05, MKA:

r 5 0.29, P . 0.05; Fig. 3c) sampling periods. Removal of the

2 grids that did not meet the assumption of closure did not

change associations between track indexes and abundance

estimates (data not shown in figure, Mh estimates for November

2007: r 5 0.86, March 2008: r 5 20.18, June 2008: r 5 0.07,

September 2008: r 5 0.72). During the March and June 2008

sample periods average abundance for all 8 grid sites was

relatively high (Fig. 2a), and abundance on individual grids was

highly variable (Figs. 3b and 3c). During these periods mice

visited most track tubes regardless of the estimated abundance at

a grid site.

DISCUSSION

This study provides information on associations between

track indexes and estimated abundance on a temporal scale

that captures seasonal variation in populations, which has not

been the focus of previous studies on track tubes (Glennon

et al. 2002; Wiewel et al. 2007; but see Drennan et al. 1998).

The strong covariation between average track indexes and

abundance estimates across sample periods suggests that track

tubes can be used to monitor large fluctuations in relative

abundance over time. Patterns of covariation across time

did not change when data from grids that did not meet closure

FIG. 2.—a) Variation in average number of tubes with tracks

(dashed lines 6 SE) and estimated abundance (Mh jackknife

estimator; solid lines 6 SE) of Peromyscus polionotus leucocephalus

on Santa Rosa Island, Florida, during sampling periods from 2007 to

2008, and b) cross-correlogram depicting covariation (Pearson’s r)

between the 2 time series at different lag intervals (see ‘‘Materials

and Methods’’ for details). Strong covariation at lag 0 and weak

covariation at lag 21 and +1 indicate that track indexes and

abundance estimates covary in phase with each other through time.
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assumptions were removed. Likewise, patterns of covariation

did not depend on the type of estimator used (Mh or MKA). By

providing information about the magnitude and timing of

fluctuations in abundance, track tubes may help measure

impacts of disturbances such as hurricanes and land develop-

ment on beach mice.

Within a sample period, associations between the track

index and estimated abundance on different grids varied from

strong to very poor, depending on the sampling period. The

pattern of association in different sample periods did not

depend on whether data from grids that did not meet closure

assumptions were removed, or on the methods used to

estimate abundance (Mh or MKA). Thus, the results of this

study are likely to be robust to type of estimator used and

small differences in estimates between them (Stanley and

Burnham 1998). The relationship between track indexes and

abundance estimates were strong in September and November,

corresponding to periods when estimates of abundance were

low based on trapping. During March and June most tubes had

tracks within 48 h after they were baited regardless of the

estimated abundance on the grid, leading to weak associations

between the track indexes and estimated abundance. Sites

where estimates of abundance were low had similar numbers

of tubes with tracks as sites with higher abundances.

Our results contrast with previous studies that observed

smaller variations through time in the relationship between

track indexes and estimated abundance (Drennan et al. 1998;

Wiewel et al. 2007). In 1 instance, sampling occurred over

much larger timescales and may have failed to capture

seasonal variation (Wiewel et al. 2007). Although the sample

interval of Drennan et al. (1998) was on a similar timescale as

that in this study, the 2 sample periods encompassed a

relatively stable portion of the annual population cycle of the

focal species in comparison to the larger fluctuations in

abundance observed in this study. The lack of correspondence

between the number of tubes with tracks and estimated

abundance could occur for several reasons.

First, the degree to which abundance estimates based on

mark–recapture reflect real population abundance may vary

through time and across sites because the proportion of the

population that enters traps changes over time and space. For

r

FIG. 3.—Associations between the number of tubes with tracks

(track index) and estimated abundance (Mh jackknife estimator) of

Peromyscus polionotus leucocephalus at sample grid sites on Santa

Rosa Island, Florida, for a) November 2007, b) March 2008, c) June

2008, and d) September 2008 based on 6 days of sampling for

November 2007 and 4 days of sampling for other months. See

Appendix I for cumulative track indexes for each day of sampling and

the ‘‘Materials and Methods’’ for details concerning calculation of

track indexes and estimated abundance. The data presented here

include all grids because removing grids that did not meet the

assumption of closure had little effect on associations between track

indexes and estimated abundance (see ‘‘Results’’).
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instance, some small mammals increase their propensity to

enter traps during the breeding season, independent of the

presence of food resources in traps (Daly et al. 1978). Others

may exhibit spatial heterogeneity in trap response depending

on local topography or vegetation (Huber 1962; Parmenter

et al. 1998; Perry et al. 1977). If these patterns apply to beach

mice, then the relationship between the track index and the

estimate of abundance may be poor because mark–recapture

data do not produce estimates of abundance that correspond to

real population abundance. However, this explanation for the

lack of concurrence between abundance estimates and track

indexes assumes that factors affecting entry into track tubes

are different from factors affecting entry into traps.

A 2nd, and perhaps more likely, explanation is that the rate of

visitation of tubes varies over time and space as a function of

environmental factors or the physiological state of the animals.

The factors potentially influencing variation in the number of

tubes visited per mouse were not investigated here, but they

may include energetic demands for reproduction and growth

during March and June, differences in food resources among

sites, or interactions between these and other factors. Repro-

duction and population growth of P. p. leucocephalus peak

during spring (Blair 1951), which is similar to other subspecies

of beach mice (Swilling et al. 1998). Energetic costs associated

with reproduction (deRivera 2003) and increased propensity to

enter tubes during the breeding season (Daly et al. 1978) may

lead to higher rates of tube visitation per individual. Likewise,

an inability to meet energetic demands when population

densities are high may lead to higher rates of tube visitation

per individual (Prendergast et al. 2001). Such trends may be

exacerbated at sites where resource availability is low due to

hurricane damage because individuals may be more willing to

enter tubes to retrieve resources (O’Connell 1989). Additional

studies are needed to identify factors that influence the number

of tubes visited per mouse and to develop sample designs for

tracking tubes that provide estimates of abundance over the

entire range of conditions at the study site.

Difficulties associated with using track tubes to compare

relative abundance between sites potentially could be

overcome through modifications of our sampling design. If

differences in energetic state between individuals or between

sample periods are likely, future studies may be able to

dampen variation in the propensity to enter traps by leaving

traps and track tubes unbaited. Other modifications might

include checking tubes more often (.1 time per night if

needed for greater precision—Nams and Gillis 2003) or

employing an adaptive sampling period with a length that

varies according to initial capture success. The use of a sample

grid geometry that more closely mirrors the foraging range of

the focal species also may alleviate some of the difficulties of

comparing relative abundance using track tubes. The 20-m

spacing employed in our sample geometry may have allowed a

small number of mice to visit a large number of tubes, thereby

lessening the sensitivity of the track index to differences in

mouse abundance and also may have encouraged individuals

to trapline tubes. However, increasing the distance between

track tubes also decreases their density, which might reduce

the sensitivity of the track index. Although track identification

was not an issue in this study because of the simplicity of the

small mammal community on Santa Rosa Island, other studies

incorporating track tubes are likely to focus on more diverse

communities. Developing a comprehensive and accurate

library of tracks associated with each species (e.g., Drennan

et al. 1998) will be a crucial 1st step in estimating abundance

with track tubes.

Strengths associated with track tubes, such as low cost, ease

of construction and data collection, and decreased chances for

mortality make them attractive tools for monitoring the

presence, distribution, and abundance of small mammals.

When used in combination with capture–mark–recapture

techniques, track tubes may provide researchers with an

efficient means of estimating abundances of rare species over

large areas (Conroy et al. 2008). Rather than determine

abundance with a high degree of accuracy, our goal was to

determine whether track tubes could be used to monitor

relative abundance through time or between sites. We found

that track tubes can be useful for monitoring large fluctuations

in the relative abundance of beach mice through time, when

abundance estimates are averaged across multiple sites. In

addition, track indexes were able to distinguish between sites

with the largest differences in abundance (as measured by the

Mh jackknife estimator and MKA) within a sample period

during periods when mouse abundance and activity were low.

This study points to the need to understand factors that

influence the relationship between indexes from track tubes

and mouse abundance, as well as the importance of designing

sampling protocols that produce a strong relationship between

these indexes, before track tubes can be used to compare

abundance among sites.
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APPENDIX I

The relationship between track-tube index (cumulative number of tubes with tracks in a grid) and abundance estimated from trapping (Mh

jackknife estimator), as a function of the number of days over which the track-tube index was calculated. For each sample period, the asterisk (*)

indicates correlations discussed in the text (see ‘‘Materials and Methods’’ for further information).
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